1023 Forms
USE: Tax Forms

1099 Forms
USE: Tax Forms

211 Administrative Entities (TD-110.860)
Organizations that work at the state/provincial or regional level in cooperation with the Public Utilities Commission or other similar entity to review applications from local information and referral providers and collaborative wanting to implement 211 and make a recommendation about those that should be approved. In many areas, the state/provincial or regional information and referral association is also the 211 administrative entity.
See also: 211 Systems (TJ-300.850 )
Information and Referral Associations (TN-330 )

211 Collaborative Members (TJ-300.850-80)
Information and referral providers that are involved in a relationship that may include a lead agency and other organizations that are providing seamless access to information and referral services for people who contact 211. Included may be specialized information and referral programs and organizations that provide a related service such as volunteer placement or telephone crisis intervention.

211 Lead Agencies (TJ-300.850-85)
Information and referral providers that have taken the lead in implementing 211 in their community, generally in collaboration with other organizations that provide some type of information and referral or a related service such as volunteer placement or telephone crisis intervention. In most cases, the lead agency operates the call center to which 211 calls are routed and handles the inquiries directly or forwards appropriate calls to participating collaborative members via call transfer or a menu system that allows inquirers to select the organization they wish to contact.

211 Systems (TJ-300.850)
A collaborative group of local comprehensive and specialized information and referral providers who have agreed to coordinate information and referral service delivery to provide seamless access to information about community resources via the three digit number assigned for this purpose in the United States and Canada, 211. Depending on the size and nature of the community, 211 systems may consist of only a few organizations that provide information and referral or may include a diverse array of organizations that furnish some type of I&R. Some of these organizations may supply a very specialized type of I&R service (e.g., for people with disabilities or older adults), while others may provide a comprehensive range of assistance. The coordination of all I&R services and programs within a community and, where relevant, beyond, constitutes the 211 system.
See also: 211 Administrative Entities (TD-110.860 )

23 Hour Emergency Room Observation Programs
USE: Twenty Three Hour Medical Observation Programs

23 Hour Medical Observation Programs
USE: Twenty Three Hour Medical Observation Programs

23 Hour Pediatric Observation Programs
USE: Twenty Three Hour Medical Observation Programs

23 Hour Psychiatric Beds
USE: Twenty Three Hour Psychiatric Observation Programs

23 Hour Psychiatric Observation Beds
USE: Twenty Three Hour Psychiatric Observation Programs

23 Hour Substance Abuse Beds
USE: Twenty Three Hour Substance Abuse Observation Programs

23 Hour Substance Abuse Observation Beds
USE: Twenty Three Hour Substance Abuse Observation Programs

23 Hour Surgical Observation Programs
USE: Twenty Three Hour Medical Observation Programs

24-Hour Drug Stores
USE: Twenty-Four Hour Pharmacies

24-Hour Drug Store Services
USE: Twenty-Four Hour Pharmacies

24-Hour Emergency Rooms
USE: Emergency Room Care

24-Hour Pharmacies
USE: Twenty-Four Hour Pharmacies

24-Hour Pharmacist Services
USE: Twenty-Four Hour Pharmacies

24-Hour Pharmacy Services
USE: Twenty-Four Hour Pharmacies

3-Methylene Dioxy Methamphetamine Abusers
USE: Antidepressant Drug Abusers

411 Services
USE: Directory Assistance

4 H Clubs
USE: Youth Agricultural Programs

4-H Clubs
USE: Youth Agricultural Programs

511 Services
USE: Transportation Information Clearinghouses/511 Services

711 Services
USE: Telecommunication Relay Services

911 Tapes (DF-700.459-55)
Programs that operate a centralized telephone switchboard staffed by trained personnel who assess requests for emergency assistance and dispatch the appropriate emergency response agency (law enforcement, fire, paramedics).
See also: 911 Tapes (DF-700.459-55 )
Fire/Rescue Volunteer Opportunities (PX-190.220 )
Fire Control/Extinction (JR-190.200 )
Law Enforcement Agencies (FL )
Law Enforcement Services (FN )
Paramedic Services (LD-650 )
Telephone Crisis Intervention (RP-150.800 )

Used for:
Fire Dispatch Services
Law Enforcement Dispatch Services
Paramedic Dispatch Services
Police Dispatch Services

911 Tapes (DF-700.459-55)
Programs that maintain and, where appropriate, provide copies of tapes made during 911 calls.
See also: 911 Tapes (DF-700.459-55 )
Abandoned Vehicle Reporting/Removal (FN-170.025)

Programs that accept reports regarding abandoned motor vehicles on public roads, in parking lots or on other public property and/or arrange for their removal. Also included are programs that accept and/or act upon reports of violations of local ordinances regarding vehicles stored on private property.

Used for: Abandoned Vehicle Reporting/Removal

Abandoned Vehicle Removal

Abandoned Shopping Cart Removal (JF-760.710-05)

Programs that community residents can call to arrange for the pick-up of grocery store carts that have been abandoned on or near their property.

Abandoned Baby Programs

USE: Safe Havens for Abandoned Newborns

Abandoned Building Inspection (JF-120.100-05)

Programs that inspect buildings that are unoccupied and make a recommendation regarding their disposition.

Abandoned Building Security (JF-120.050)

Programs that board up abandoned buildings which pose a health and/or safety hazard pending renovation or demolition.

Abandoned Children

USE: Street Youth

Abandoned Property Claims Assistance

USE: Unclaimed Property Assistance

Abandoned Shopping Cart Removal (JF-760.710-05)

Programs that community residents can call to arrange for the pick-up of grocery store carts that have been abandoned on or near their property.

Abandoned Vehicle Removal

USE: Abandoned Vehicle Reporting/Removal

Abandoned Vehicle Reporting/Removal (FN-170.025)

Programs that accept reports regarding abandoned motor vehicles on public roads, in parking lots or on other public property and/or arrange for their removal. Also included are programs that accept and/or act upon reports of violations of local ordinances regarding vehicles stored on private property.

Used for: Abandoned Vehicle Reporting/Removal

Abandoned Vehicle Reports

USE: Abandoned Vehicle Reporting/Removal

ABC Asylum Application Adjudication

USE: Asylum Application Adjudication

ABC Asylum Application Filing Assistance

USE: Asylum Application Filing Assistance

ABC Asylum Application Processing

USE: Asylum Application Adjudication

Abducted Children

USE: Kidnap Victims

Abduction Victims

USE: Kidnap Victims

ABE

USE: Adult Basic Education

Aboriginal Healing

USE: Native American Traditional Healing

Aboriginal Issues (YZ-007)

Programs that provide information and/or services that deal with the topic of Aboriginal peoples and their interests.

Aboriginal Law (FT-005)

Programs that provide assistance for people who have legal issues that relate to federal and provincial legislation that outlines the statutory obligations of government for Aboriginal peoples including Indian, Inuit and Metis people of Canada. Specific issues may include aboriginal treaty rights including land and property compensation claims; claims to renewable and non-renewable natural resources; hunting, fishing and trapping rights; aboriginal self-government; the fiduciary relationship between governments and aboriginal peoples; government relations; economic development; taxation; and a variety of public policy issues such as education and health.

See also: Aboriginal Sentencing Circles (FF-050.015)

Native American/Tribal Law (FT-595)

First Nations Law

Aboriginal Sentencing Circles (FF-050.015)

An alternative sentencing practice used largely in Canadian Aboriginal communities following conviction of an offender in court in which the judge, police, social workers, band officials, victims and convicted person sit in a circle to consider an appropriate sentence. The sentence may include some form of restitution, community service and a program of counseling and treatment.

See also: Aboriginal Law (FT-005)

Abortion Clinics

USE: Abortions

Abortion Counseling

USE: Pregnancy Counseling

Abortion Issues (YZ-010)

Programs that provide information and/or services that deal with the topic of abortion.

See also: Reproductive Issues (YZ-700)

Pregnancy Termination Issues